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Dear <<First Name>>,
Not you? Or we made a mistake? Send us an email to
ResearchEthicsMonthly@ahrecs.com to let us know. We extrapolated your
name (where possible) from the email address where this edition was sent. If
you didn’t receive this email directly, the salutation is probably of the first
recipient. Please consider subscribing yourself at this link, because it is
incredibly affirming and would be greatly appreciated. Subscribing is free, easy
and keeps our in-house internet elf happy. More information about the
Research Ethics Monthly can be found on the blog pages.

We respect you… we just don’t need to
hear from you any more: Should the
consumer and their community
participate in research as partners
instead of just being subjects?
Dr Gary Allen & Associate Professor Carolyn Ehrlich

Much has already been said about the significance of the 2018 update to
the Australian Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research there was a
simple statement that Australian research institutions and researchers should
encourage and facilitate consumer and community participation in research..
The Australian Code describes the national framework for the responsible
conception, design, conduct, governance and reporting of research. Collectively
this is referred to as research integrity. The Australian Code has changed from
a 37-page book of detailed and prescriptive rules to a six-page book of highlevel principles and responsibilities.
This is not another piece arguing the pros and cons of the flexibility of principles
or the certainty of a single national standard.
Instead, this is a discussion about an important idea, which was present in the
2007 version of the Australian Code, but that was discarded without
explanation or acknowledgement in the 2018 update. This important idea
relates to consumer and community participation and its extension to consumer
and community involvement in research.
At provision 1.13 of the 2007 version of the Australian Code there was a simple
statement that Australian research institutions and researchers should
encourage and facilitate consumer and community participation in
research. The provision was included in the 2007 version as one part of the
implementation of the Statement on Consumer and Community Participation in

Health and Medical Research (NHMRC and Consumers’ Health Forum of
Australia Inc, 2002) and went on to underpin the updated version of that
statement, which was released in September 2016. The absence from the
2018 version of the Australian Code of even a brief reference to
consumer/community participation in research is (or SHOULD be) a significant
cause for concern.

Read more

Research Ethics Review as a BoxTicking Exercise
Associate Professor Angela Romano

My role as a university Research Ethics Advisor involves an interesting range of
activities, although sadly there is less actual advising than I would like. As
Faculty Research Ethics Advisor (FREA) for the Queensland University of
Technology’s Creative Industries Faculty, I review ethics applications for a wide
variety of projects, ranging from negligible risk to high risk; manage a team of
six Research Ethics Advisors, who review applications for projects with
negligible to low risk; conduct training workshops and drop-in sessions for
researchers to seeking advice research ethics; and answer queries about
multitudinous ethics-related issues.
In practice, however, most of my work relates to checking ethics applications
that are submitted in order to ensure that they are ready for review, then
overseeing the review process and completing the associated paperwork.
Since I commenced the FREA’s role almost a year ago, I have tried to increase
the number and depth of conversations with colleagues and research students
about broader issues of ethics, rather than simply how to complete an

application. I see the culture changing, but most discussion continues to be
initiated by an onus to complete ethics applications and focuses on application
requirements.
A long-held critique voiced by Western scholars about the review of human
research ethics is that the process is excessively focussed on box ticking and
bureaucratic compliance rather than meaningful deliberation about ethical
issues (Floyd & Arthur, 2012; Johnsson et al., 2014; Schrag, 2011). Sociology
and law professor Gresham Sykes forecast this problem more than 50 years
ago when he noted: ‘There is the danger that an institutional review committee
might become a mere rubber stamp, giving the appearance of a solution, rather
than the substance, for a serious problem of growing complexity which requires
continuing discussion’ (Sykes, 1967, p. 11).

Read more

Is it something I said (or the way I said
it)?
Dr Gary Allen, Prof. Mark Israel and Prof. Colin Thomson AM
THIS ITEM ORIGINALLY APPEARED IN THE MAY 2019 EDITION, BUT
THERE WAS A PROBLEM WITH THE LINK TO THE FULL TEXT

Reflecting on review feedback
Feedback from the research ethics review of a project is often one of the first
interactions between a researcher and a research ethics committee. It helps
define, and can permanently tarnish, the relationship between an institution’s
committee and research community – for good, or for bad. So, it's centrally
important to an effective ethics research culture.
Unfortunately, typically, it only receives cursory attention in national human

research ethics arrangements and institutional policy. It does not feature highly
in review body member training, standard operating procedures or the
orientation of secretaries and chairpersons.
Having worked with many review bodies during the last few decades, we
thought it might be helpful to share some ideas and experiences.

Read more

We are pumped to share this news…
400 subscribers!
We first started the Research Ethics Monthly in May 2015 as an
experiment. Initially, it was a pretty simple blog that we emailed to
colleagues, practitioners we knew well and our consultancy clients. It took
a few years to evolve into its current form of a multi-story email publication
with popular regular features and as a resource we hear/see is being
discussed in research ethics committees and is being forwarded to the
professional networks of recipients. But we are excited to share REM has
hit the 400 subscribers mark. The HRE/RI spheres in Australasia aren’t
large and we know we all are deluged with more digital information than
we could realistically cram into our waking hours. So we really appreciate
the loyal support and enthusiasm of you our readers. So a heartfelt thank
you.
Gary Allen, Mark Israel and Colin Thomson AM

“Reminder about service options and an easy way
to pay AHRECS,” we say… aware of how
corporate sleazy that sounds
Just in time for the end of the financial year (though we know many research
institutions budget around calendar year), AHRECS has the capacity to receive
payments by credit card. We thought this a good time to remind you of those of our
services that lend themselves nicely to credit card payment.
In-meeting 30-minute professional development for HREC members ($900) –
Workshops/briefings/guided discussion about your selected topic. An easy way to
tick the HREC member training box with minimum interruption to the work of a busy
committee. An experienced AHRECS team member will provide a PowerPoint with
pre-recorded audio that could be played in a meeting (and retained for five years for
viewing by absent and new members); the team member will ‘phone or Zoom into the
meeting for Q&A/discussion. If so AHRECS can also record that component for your
later use. Members might view the pre-recording outside of the meeting, so only the
short discussion is inserted into the agenda.

Access the new subscription area ($360) – Thank you to everyone who expressed
interest and support for the new in-house subscribers’ area. This is scheduled to go
live in July/August. By subscribing, you will get access to an impressive (and
growing) set of HRE and RI resources that are Creative Commons so you can use
them within your organisations as much as you want.
Bespoke webinar for your research community ($1500) – A one-hour webinar on
a human research ethics or research integrity topic of your choice, tailored to your
institution. The price allows for up to 200 attendees and provision of a recording for
your later use.
3-hour orientation workshop for new RIAs ($2300) – Provide your new Research
Integrity Advisers with a practical, topical and engaging orientation through this fourhour workshop.
Ten hours of on-call advice ($3400) – On-call advice can be used for both human
research ethics and research integrity advice. We can offer advice on everything
from review feedback on a difficult application to commenting on a draft policy and
providing advice on a tricky question with which the committee has been struggling.
In the research integrity space, we can suggest an appropriate investigation
approach for an alleged breach, comment on a RI resource, or suggest references
on a key topic. The purchased time can be used in 15min, 30min, 1h, 4h and 8h
blocks
Send an email to gary.allen@ahrecs.com if you have any questions. The prices above
exclude GST and a 2% credit card processing fee

Update on the new subscribers’ area
We are currently expecting the new service to go live prior to us sending
the July 2019 edition of the Research Ethics Monthly.
It is being built by some talented designers and coders we are excited to be
working with.
The service will be located at AHRECS.vip, will be far more easily browsed and
used, with an annual subscription of $360 (Plus GST and a 2% charge if you
pay by credit card).
We will have more about this new service in the next edition.

Email VIP@ahrecs.com if you have any questions.

While you are here...
Did you enjoy this edition? Would you like to support the work we do? If so, please
consider helping us cover the cost of matters such as hosting the Research Ethics
Monthly and other web development by becoming an AHRECS Patron.
In addition to the warm glow from supporting our work, you will be subscribed for
monthly updates of useful material (such as resources for use in your local
workshops).
Subscriptions start at USD1/month and USD15/month gives you access to all
materials.
A few profiled items from the subscribers’ area:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Publish unethical research? - Discussion activity
Proportional review and processes - Graphic
Ethical Conduct Reports - Notes on structure - Resource
Designing a strong institutional approach to the ethical design and conduct of
evaluative practice - Resource
5. Notes about establishing a Research Ethics Adviser network - Resource
To subscribe and for more information click here.
Please join us in saying a big thank you to our new Gold Patrons:
Bendigo Health
Bond University
Edith Cowan University
Two universities that asked to remain anonymous
A national research funding body that asked to remain anonymous
University of Southern of Queensland
University of Wollongong Ethics Unit
5 researchers who asked to remain anonymous

Things You May Have Missed...
Our Resource Library
Research integrity is much more than misconduct - Nature
Actions to advance research integrity - Dr Alan Finkel AO (6th World
Conference on Research Integrity
Hyped-up science erodes trust. Here’s how researchers can fight back – Vox
People want to be able to influence the risk – The Ethics Blog
How Do You Publish the Work of a Scientific Villain? – WIRED

Our Blog
Research Ethics and the New Gene-editing Technology
Complainant anonymity in misconduct proceedings depends on the forum
A call for a national inquiry into the burden of research ethics and governance
Monitoring research is too important to be optional and too resource intensive
to be manual
Conducting research with (not on) consumers in health - exploring ethical
considerations

Do you know someone who hasn’t subscribed yet to the
Research Ethics Monthly? Please encourage them to
subscribe now and help us grow this community.

Got an idea for a post or a suggestion for a
guest? Send an email to gary@ahrecs.com

Do you have a view, feedback or some constructive
criticism on this or other posts? Every item has
comment link so you can have your say and continue
the conversation.
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